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A Rendezvous
with Emotion
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Neos is an innovative loudspeaker in Diapason range,
representing a generational change aimed at the latest
requirements in home audio, which include the need
for modern essential aesthetics according to the latest interior design guidelines, high performance, easy
placement in the domestic environment and fuss-free
choice of amplification.
Following Diapason tradition, Neos cabinet is beautifully-handcrafted using the very finest quality materials,
while the sound it reproduces is natural and as true as
possible to the live musical event.
Its performance gives the listener a perfectly detailed image of the soundstage and a three dimensional
sound image of absolute realism, that involves not only
the sense of hearing but it’s a deep&full emotional
experience.
Neos is the result of the finest Italian workmanship in
speaker cabinet making, coming from traditional know
how in woodworking. The very rigid speaker structure
considerably improves sound performance while cabinet finishing stands out the colour and beauty of walnut
wood veins.
Neos compact size allows easy speaker positioning
into home environment while surprising for its sound
power, dynamics and completeness of harmonics.
Neos crossover and drivers have been carefully chosen
to reach the highest quality standard in sound reproduction. Tweeter silk soft dome and treated paper cone
woofer units are individually tested and matched within a tolerance of less than 1% in order to guarantee a
correct stereo reproduction.
Crossover design is really minimal in order to not
affect sound pureness.
Neos is available in different finishings & colours to
easily fit with different interior design styles. Natural
Wood finishing is dedicated to classic furniture.
For placement in modern style environment, a choice
of beautiful glossy painted Neos version is available in
the following colours: white pearl, china red, metallic
bronze, liquid silver or metallic dark grey.

bass driver ∅

180 mm paper cone

tweeter ∅

19 mm silk soft dome

frequency response

40/20.000 Hz

efficiency

89 dB/1W/1m

nominal impedance

8 Ohm

frequency crossover

4.800 Hz

minimal impedance

6,8 Ohm

type

2-way, rear-ported reflex

dimension WxDxH

220x260x1030 mm

weight

11 Kgs

cloth cover grille

optional

Finishings available

Bronze

White Pearl Silver Liquid Dark Grey

China Red

Walnut
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www.diapason-italia.com
info@diapason-italia.com
DIAPASON
Via Fura, 40
25125 Brescia Italy
Ph:+39.030.3384096
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